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No 14 COAT- HANGER SCENTED SACHET

MATERIALS:
2 X 5"X 5" square of printed cotton
1 X 5" X 5" square of wadding
1 X 4"X4"   square of light coloured cotton 
fabric

1 heart shaped mother of pearl button
6" thin satin ribbon

EQUIPMENT
scissors, pinking shears, sewing machine, 
needle and matching thread. Lavender or 
some other aromatic oil and a cotton ball.
Fine point textile pen, water soluable 
marking pen

Construction Method:

1.   Trace the small heart pattern onto the light coloured fabric with the water soluable pen and cut out 
       using pinking shears.  (Remove any pen marks with a cotton bud dipped in cold water.)
2.   Mark the centre of one piece of the printed fabric.
3.   Centre the large heart pattern onto this and trace just outside the large heart pattern, using a water 
      soluable pen.  (Do not cut out yet.)
4.   Write your message onto the light coloured fabric making sure that you leave a 1/2" border around the 
      edge.  (Let this dry completely and iron with a hot iron to set the ink.)
5.   Centre your cotton ball, which has been impregnated with a few drops of aromatic oil, in the middle of 
      the large heart.
6.   Cover this with the small heart and stitch in position about 1/4" from the pinked edge using a straight 
      stitch.  (This will be easier to stitch if you use a slow speed and slightly shorter stitch length.)
7.   Layer your unmarked printed fabric, the wadding and the marked piece of printed fabric and pin in 
      position .
8.   Sew the three layers together1/4" from the marked edge using a straight stitch.
9.   Pink the finished heart removing any pen markings as before.
10. Double your ribbon so that it makes a loop and back stitch into position on the top front of the heart. 
      Then sew the button over this to cover the ends.
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